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Typical Maori Business Industry

Questions Environmental Scan How to do this? Farming

How many carbon emissions does 
the maori economy currently 

contribute?

Current Business / Industries P&L vs BS
Identify Iwi (PSGE's / Matrix) 
/ Trusts (MLC Data set)
Scan available reports on 
maori economy Fishing (Hold ACE)

Current $ Value Forestry (Block Owners)
Base Data Current Carbon Emmissions Profile Landlords (Grazing / Forestry Lease)

Productive Lands Tourism
Non-Productive Lands
Carbon Sink Value

Low Emission implementations add ons
Analysis Emissions / Revenue Ratio Wetlands

Emissions / Hectare Ratio Productive vs Non Wind Energy
Emission /Iwi Member Bio Fuels

Forecasting Future Emissions - Current State 10 - 50yrs
Develop lands in current industries 10 -50yrs

Land Use Options
Research Low Emission Business

Low Emsion add ons (wind energy)
Transition to low emmissions
Future Development - Non Productive Land

Outcomes
Identify areas to reduce emissions
Future Modeling -10yr 20yr 50 yr 100yr
New $ Value
New Emissions Value Maori Economy

Analysis Emissions / Revenue Ratio
Emissions / Hectare Ratio

Decision Making
Maori Future Development / Investment

Future Education Pathways
Policys / SIPO Inclusions

Govt Support Development / Policy
Funding / New Industry Establishment

Iwi / Govt Paris Agreement / Climate Change Response Act
Set Reduction Targets
Govt - Iwi agreement  on emissions 2050

Lead on Work
Regional Emissions
Emissions / Revenue Economy Ratio
Emissions / Hectare Ratio
Emission /Person

 

 



From: win greenaway
To:
Subject: Te ao maori view - Draft
Date: Thursday, 25 June 2020 10:53:38 am
Attachments: Te ao maori veiw Draft.docx

Kia ora bro, As discussed attached is the draft te ao view as seen yesterday.

Very draft, very light light at this point bro.

Nga mihi
W
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Section 1: What is our role and why?

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to explain our role and why it’s important. 
What: Consider the fundamentals behind out work. What mandates us to do this? What problem are we trying to 
solve? 

Why:
Maori are Tangata whenua / Treaty Partnership / Crown Obligations

How: 
• First stage of the Logic Mapping process: define the problem (Drawn from the Investment Logic Mapping). A 

team workshop resulted in the following draft problem statements. 
A. TE AO MĀORI VEIW NOT BROADLY UNDERSTOOD: Lack of [understanding] of Māori world view means 

Aotearoa is missing out on the value that Māori values and approaches can offer.
B. IMPACTS ON MĀORI ARENT ADDRESSED: Because of A, there are impacts for Māori that aren’t 

understood or addressed through policy solutions.
C. OPPORTUNITIES ARE MISSED: Because of A & B, Māori (and Aotearoa) may [continue to] miss out on the 

full benefits of Aotearoa’s transition to a low emissions economy.

• These problem statements illustrate the need to do things differently – to challenge the boundaries in how we 
work with, understand and reflect the “Te Ao Māori view” and Māori values in our mahi. 

• Key inputs
a. Legislative context: CCRA
b. Treaty principles
c. Māori Engagement Strategy
d. Commission’s analytical approach & framework

Appendix – Logic Map

 

 





Section 3: Context

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to ensure the reader understands the appropriate context and can read our work 
with an objective, solutions focused mindset. 

What: 
• What is a Māori world view? What are the key tikanga, values, concepts that are relevant to our approach?
• Based on Te ao Māori What are the key concepts and values that are helpful in understanding the climate change 

issue?
• What is the relevant historic context that will help us identify impacts, compounding impacts, inequality, cultural 

relevance? 
• What are Māori collectives and why are we focused on them? 
• What do we expect our challenges to be? 

How: 
• Drawing on the literature and interviews available to provide the summary

Inputs
• Tax working group paper – https://taxworkinggroup.govt.nz/sites/default/files/2019-02/twg-bg-4009332-extending-

the-taxation-of-capital-income-implications-for-maori-collectively-owned-assets.pdf historic context section.
• Literature Review
• Summary of Iwi/Hapū management plans
• Māori engagement strategy

Appendix – Te Ao Māori Diagram

 

 







Section 6: Pathways

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to explain what is meant by pathways and why it is important. The links to 
the rest of the Commission’s work will be set out. 

What:
• set out/explain what a transformational shift and step change is and why it is important

• Transformational shift is defined as a shift in an organisations culture resulting in a change to the 
organisations strategies and processes. 

• A step change is defined as a significant change in policies or attitude especially one that results in an 
improvement or increase.

• set out what incremental shifts are e.g. changing from fossil fuel to renewable or planting up gullys
• explain why we need to cover off all avenues
• The maori sector is diverse and we need to be mindful of the different states of maturity of each entity and 

different asset profiles as well as the barriers to entry.

 

 



Section 6A: Transformational Shift / Step Change

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to explore through case studies transformational mitigation pathways of 
Māori-collectives grounded in or incorporating whaakaro māori.

What:
• Working with Māori collectives to understand the key drivers for transformational change as well as the strategic 

opportunities these change create for current and future generations.
• By Industry / Activity: What are these low emission/high value industries. 
• How could a transformation work? What is the cost? How long will it take?
• What does it mean for culture, people, jobs, the environment, the economy?
• What are the broader impacts? For example: How will these changes impact (positive/negative) on MM, TR, KaiT

etc. future revenue streams and emissions forecasts for idle lands developed. 
• How could these changes enhance or diminish Māori values (Mauri Model / HAW). 

How:
• Linking the Māori economy emissions baseline with the Commission’s mitigations work (more and most). 

 

 



Section 6B: Incremental Shifts

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to describe what lowering emissions looks like if we continue along the 
status quo, with incremental change.

What:
• Assess where emissions are currently coming from and what incremental adjustments might look like. 
• For each industry/activity, what are these improvements and how are they implemented, what is the cost? And 

how long will it take?
• What are the broader impacts? For example: How will these changes impact (positive/negative) on MM, TR, KaiT

etc. future revenue streams and emissions forecasts for idle lands developed. 
• How could these changes enhance or diminish Māori values (Mauri Model / HAW). 

How:
• Linking the Māori economy emissions baseline with the Commission’s mitigations work (core and more).

 

 



Section 7: Impacts Analysis

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the impacts of different transition pathways.

What:
• Based on the context and case studies what are the impacts e.g. cultural, social, environmental, economic 

impacts of transformational change
• Based on the context and case studies what are the impacts e.g cultural, social, environmental, economic 

impacts of incremental change.

How:

• Climate change analytical framework
• How could these changes enhance or diminish Māori values (Mauri Model / HAW). 
• Māori diagram

Appendix – Māori world view diagram

 

 



Section 8: Benefits Map

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to identify the benefits of the mitigation options identified in the case 
studies. Different transition pathways. Is there an optimal mix? 

What:
• Assessment of the extent do the mitigation options identified enhance or diminish Māori values.  

How:
• Using the benefits mapping tool and strategic pou. 
• Using the māori framework (Mauri Model / HAW / CCC). 

 

 





Section 9: Policy levers

Purpose: The purpose of this section is outline the required policy levers to unlock the different transitional 
pathways. 

What: Consider the gap between the where we are now (the baseline) and where the different pathways could take 
us. Then consider: 
• What are the potential barriers to achieving these pathways? 
• What system/infrastructure changes need to be made?
• What climate change policy levers could help to achieve the preferred outcomes?
• What other levers could help to achieve preferred outcomes?

How: 
• Traditional policy analysis exercise (e.g. analysis of the costs, opportunities, benefits, risks), drawing on the 

approach to assessment being used in the Commission’s general work. 
• Overlaying a Māori lens to this approach. Identify policies that may be more or less effective for Māori 

collectives, based on our understanding of Te Ao Māori in a climate change context. Consider the reasons for this 
and therefore what policies are best suited to help support the Māori economy through the transition.

 

 



Section 10: Conclusions

Purpose: The purpose of this section is to outline the key conclusions and identify the recommendations. 

Conclusions:
• Key learnings
• Key challenges
• Key opportunities

 

 



Appendix

• Logic Mapping (WIP)

 

 










































